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Fujian Cracks Down on Illegal Online Food Sales
Recently, the provincial food and drug regulator of Fujian released a
notice to local regulators to launch a campaign to clean up online
food and drug market.
As requested by the notice, the regulators should strengthen efforts
in cracking down on illegal food, drug and medical equipment sales
online.
The campaign will pay special attention on the online food ordering
platforms and crack down on food vendors who sell food on these
platforms without official approval.
The campaign will also try to spot false advertisement, illegal use of
additives and enhance punishment towards those who are
conducting illegal sales and productions. (Source: China Food Safety
Journal)

Complaint Reports Over Health Food Mount
In a report recently released by China Consumers' Rights
Association, the number of complaint reports from local consumers
to the Association reached 285,992 in the first half this year, with
81% of them being addressed.
Among the reports, 2351 cases were related to health food, which
account for 26% of all food-related cases, up from 2016 by 3%.
Most of the reports were about the quality of the products and
false advertisement.
Last week, nine central government departments including Ministry
of Commerce, CFDA, State cyberspace office and Ministry of Public
Security co-released a work plan to crack down on fraud and false
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advertisement in food and health food. This
campaign will kick off a strengthened crack down on
illegal sales of health food, which marks the strongest
move of this kind since 2013.
According to an online search by Shuzheng kangxun,
7 out of 10 most-read news regarding health food
found on the local search platforms are about
"cheating the senior consumers". It becomes
increasingly common for illegal vendors to launch
marketing campaigns that target at elderly
consumers.
In a survey conducted by the China Consumers'
Rights Association, consumers are found to be not
satisfactory towards the local health food market,
and lack for confidence in the market, which pushes
them to buy and trust foreign health food brands.
(Source: Shuzheng Kangxun)

China Establishes
Children's Health

National

Center

for

A National Center for Children's Health was opened
in both Beijing and Shanghai on Thursday.
The center is based at three of the country's best
children's hospitals in Beijing and Shanghai.
In Beijing, the center is based at the Beijing
Children's Hospital under Capital Medical University.
In Shanghai, it is based at the Children's Hospital of
Fudan University and the Shanghai Children's
Medical Center under Shanghai Jiao Tong University.
The center will focus on treatment of complicated
illnesses and training of pediatricians to meet rising
demand. It will also function as a data collection
center on major illnesses affecting children in China
and an epidemic monitoring and research body.
"One of the urgent priorities is to deepen research
on birth defects and improve diagnosis of illness such
as congenital heart diseases," said Ni Xin, director of
the Beijing Children's Hospital.
Statistics show that by the end 2015, China had 227
million children under the age of 14, accounting for
about 16.52 percent of the national population.

The center will help balance medical resources by
raising standards of children's hospitals in
neighboring cities, Ni said.(Source:Xinhua)

Alibaba
Rewrites
Its
E-Commerce
Playbook, Trumpeting Bricks-And-Mortar
Push
China's e-commerce giant is abandoning its unique
selling point. Alibaba is trumpeting a push into
bricks-and-mortar shopping. It's not alone but the
stakes are particularly high for the $392 billion
giant led by Jack Ma Yun as it marks a reversal of
the asset-light model which fueled its
extraordinary profitability.
Three years ago, when the Hangzhou-based
company went public in New York, investors were
drawn to the company's low cost model of
matching sellers and buyers online. Ma rejected
the direct sales model of Amazon and local rival JD,
which relies on holding inventory. Instead, Alibaba
charged for advertising, took commissions, and
turned to outside partners to take care of
warehousing and delivery. That kept the ecommerce group's balance sheet trim.
Now Alibaba's growth online may be reaching its
limits. Revenue for the Chinese e-commerce
business, which accounts for over 70 percent of the
total, soared 43 percent to 114 billion yuan ($16.9
billion) in the 12 months to end March. But for
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Alibaba to meet its revenue targets for the current
fiscal year, it will have to outgrow China's entire
online shopping market.

opened its own-branded stores and last month
spent $13.7 billion to acquire the local Whole Foods
Market
chain.

That's because e-commerce shopping transactions
will increase just 19 percent this year, down from
37 percent in 2015, according to iResearch. And
while the $700 billion market is sizable, 85 percent
of Chinese retail spending still happens in physical
shops. So going offline presents a tempting way for
Alibaba to maintain its growth trajectory.
Ma's so-called "New Retail" strategy envisions
marrying the two worlds. The basic idea is that
Alibaba will now build some of its own test stores
from scratch and upgrade existing brick-and-mortar
shops in partnership with established retailers to
make them more efficient in both online and offline
sales.
Alibaba's $2.6 billion plan announced in January to
take private InTime, a leading department store
operator, fits the bill. As does Alibaba's own
supermarket chain, an experimental concept called
Hema, which allows shoppers to buy groceries
online and have them delivered as quickly as within
30 minutes. Customers can also go to the store to
select fresh produce, have it cooked and eat there.
A similar experience could be applied to shopping
for clothes.
The attraction for existing retailers is a chance to
boost their notoriously low margins by tapping into
Alibaba's technology and platforms to manage
inventory, supply chain, and logistics. Stores can
also benefit from using the tech giant's algorithms
to analyze shopping habits and by moving to
cashless checkouts, powered by Alibaba's payments
affiliate. The e-commerce group boasts that sales
per unit area at Hema are up to five times higher
than a traditional supermarket. The same ambition
and logic has driven its US rival Amazon, which has

Online shopping is still lucrative for Alibaba, but the
company is evolving into something entirely
different. (Source:Global Times)

Amazon's Grocery Push Playing Catch Up
with Chinese E-Commerce Giants
As Amazon.com Inc (AMZN.O) looks to swallow U.S.
grocery chain Whole Foods, China's tech giants are
already digesting hefty bricks-and-mortar deals,
taking the lead in the battle to transform
supermarket shopping with big data and better
supply chains.
China's Alibaba Group Holding (BABA.N) and JD.com
Inc (JD.O) have invested heavily in offline retail bricks-and-mortar stores - in recent years to
complement their online offerings.
With their ready-made payment and social media
platforms to lure shoppers, Alibaba and JD.com
have helped China become the world’s largest
online grocery market, far ahead of the United
States.
This early lead, cemented by densely populated
urban areas and cheap labor, could be key as
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retailers and tech firms race to boost margins on
low-cost consumer goods by reinventing supply
chains with big data analytics.
"China is already the largest online grocery market
in terms of value in the world so it's really advanced
in terms of scale," said Nick Miles, London-based
head of Asia Pacific for food and grocery industry
research body IGD.

Likewise, JD.com uses data from a partnership with
China's hugely popular messaging app WeChat,
which has over 930 million users, to build data
profiles for a range of brands including baby
products, cosmetics and soft drinks.
Alibaba has invested over $9.3 billion in offline retail
stores since 2015, including supermarket chain
Sanjiang, department store Intime Retail Group and
Suning Commerce Group Co Ltd (002024.SZ), one of
China's biggest offline retailers.
In May it took an 18 percent stake in Lianhua
Supermarket Holdings Co Ltd (0980.HK), part of
retailer Bailian Group.
JD.com bought Wal-Mart Stores Inc's (WMT.N)
Chinese online platform Yihaodian for about $1.5
billion in shares in 2016.

Sales made online are set to more than double to
around 6.6 percent of China's broader grocery
market by 2020, compared to around 1.4 percent
for U.S. sales by then.
Both U.S. and Chinese e-commerce firms are
grappling with the challenge of increasing their
margins on fast moving consumer goods (FMCG),
which include low-margin, high-demand goods with
a short shelf-life - a staple of grocery stores.
Alibaba, which has a burgeoning cloud business that
competes directly with Amazon, plans to use its
trove of consumer data to provide a suite of
connected services back to brands whose goods
they sell.
Services will include inventory management, smart
manufacturing and logistics, aiming to slash waste
and margins across the entire supply chain,
according to the company's so-called "New Retail"
strategy.

U.S. firms are now looking to play catch up - key as
bricks-and-mortar stores are hit by a slowdown and
online players battle with tight profit margins and
high delivery costs.
Amazon launched a $13.7 billion bid for grocery
chain Whole Foods Market Inc WFM.N last week,
marking its intention to take on Wal-Mart.
Wal-Mart, which got a stake in JD.com in the
Yihaodian deal, upped its share in the Chinese firm
to 12.1 percent in February, having bought online
retailer Jet.com in a $3 billion deal last year.
It's a race with a big global impact on the wider
market: worries about Amazon's new clout with the
Whole Foods deal wiped more than $35 billion off
the combined market value of dozens of U.S.
supermarkets, food producers and shopping malls.
The incentive for Chinese tech firms to slash costs
and take a bigger bite of the offline market is clear.
Despite being the world's largest e-commerce
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market, over 80 percent of transactions are still
conducted offline in China.
The country's e-commerce market grew over 50
percent last year while hypermarket and
supermarket sales flat lined, according to
consultancy Bain & Company. Online retail growth
hasn't been immune either, with analysts pointing
to high delivery costs and tight margins.
China's firms and their global rivals are increasingly
looking to tap into overseas market such as South
East Asia and India, the most likely battlegrounds
for any stand-off.
However, online-offline tie-ups, even in China, are
still at a relatively early stage. Challenges remain
with integrating physical store assets to online
systems, cutting delivery costs and dealing with
fierce competition. (Source: Reuters)

The fast pace of modern life has made people
increasingly stressful. Many people are indulged in
the "sea of snacks" as a result. To address this issue,
alleviating stress is a key way. The core ingredient of
CHAKA helps to curb NPY, a key neuropeptide to
ramp up appetite and would increase the release of
5-HT, which would help to alleviate stress and make
people happy. the other key ingredient in the
product, DSIP, also helps in the same way.
Due to the diet structure of people in the modern
society, the intake of dietary fiber dropped
dramatically, which would cause health problems in
intestinal tract. Professor Zhao Liping, biologist in
Shanghai Jiaotong University, said that the intestinal
flora plays an important role in controlling weight.
CHAKA has included a slate of dietary fiber include
oat fiber and citrus fiber.

When people talk about Yabao, they would think of
its naval pastes. But now, Yaobao has one more star
product: CHAKA, a polyfibrous peptides solid
drink. Weight controlling is not its ultimate goal,
CHAKA aims to bring changes to you.

Like what was said at the beginning of the article,
CHAKA aims to bring changes to you instead of
simply controlling weight. a balanced nutrition and
scientific diet are two ultimate goals that CHAKA
aims to bring to consumers. As a result, in the
nutrition list of CHAKA, we also see a variety of
nutritional elements based on the demand for
nutrition by human bodies.

The name "CHAKA" comes from a core ingredient of
the product: chakasaponins, as introduced by Dr.
Xiong Xiaoyun, chief engineer of Yabao Group. As
shown in the experiments with rats, this ingredient
can help reduce food intake by affecting the level of
RNA and improving the release of 5-HT.

There are too many products in the weight
controlling industry, but the birth of CHAKA still has
drawn a lot of attention, as it integrates creatively a
lot of elements including DNA controlling, adjust
metabolism and intestinal flora, and affecting
dietary structure.

The cause of obesity, as shown by a documentary by
BBC, is not only the lack of self-discipline by "fat
people". As shown by a lot of scientific researches,
the fundamental cause of obesity is DNA, mental
stress, lifestyle and intestinal flora. The innovative
way invented by CHAKA is that its ingredients are
closely connected with all the causes of obesity.

As a key achievement under the weight controlling
R&D project by Ministry of Technology, the product
has received positive feedback during its 3-year R&D
process. Just like what Dr. Xiong believes in, with
the persevering company of CHAKA, everyone will
be changed. (Source: www.xinyingyang.com)

CHAKA Brings You A New Life

The AGRP is a kind of DNA that related to appetite.
This DNA exists in human brain and ramp up your
appetite. The core ingredient of CHAKA helps to
positively affect the expression of AGRP to curb the
appetite to some extent.
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